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ABSTRACT
Louis Vierne (1870-1937). the organist at Notre Dame de Paris
from 1900 until his death in 1937. composed musical works for manymedia of performance, including an orchestral symphony and compositions
for voice and orchestra, chamber works, and music for the organ. His
six organ symphonies for organ solo brought to this instrument much of
the spirit and the form of the nineteenth century orchestral symphony.
Chapter I of this paper concerns Vierne's life and his musical
training. The mechanical and tonal character of the late nineteenth
century French organ is described, and its importance in inspiring the
creation of symphonic organ music is discussed. This chapter then deals
with several representative and significant symphonic organ works which
both preceded and followed Vierne's organ symphonies. Special consid
eration is given to the relationship of Vierne's organ symphonies with
those of his teacher, Charles Marie Widor.
Chapters II and III attempt to prove the thesis that there is a
consistency in the use of formal elements in all six of Vierne's sympho
nies, but that there is, at the same time, a gradual transformation of
his harmonic vocabulary in the numerical order of these compositions.
Chapter II, which contains thirty-five musical examples from
Vierne's symphony movements, attempts to show the transformations of
harmony in these works by tracing Vierne's progressive use of chromat
icism (major-minor third conflicts, cross relations, chromatic scale
iii

segments, and special chromatic chords). There is also a discussion in
this chapter of the composer's use of melody and rhythm.
Chapter III attempts to classify the musical forms of the
thirty-one movements of the Vierne symphonies. In nine of these move
ments Vierne employs classical sonata-allegro form. In five other move
ments Vieme uses this same form, but superimposes a toccata figuration
which pervades the movement. These five movements which appear once in
the First, Third, and Fifth symphonies and twice in the Sixth, are called
"sonata-toccatas" in this paper. All six of Vierne!s organ symphonies
have at least one example of sonata-allegro or sonata-toccata movements.
The Second Symphony has three movements with sonata-allegro fonn.
The three-part form (ABA) appears three times in the First Sym
phony, twice in the Third, and once each in the Fourth and Fifth sympho
nies.
The continuous expansion form appears in one movement of the
First, Second, Fourth, and Sixth symphonies.
Other fonns which appear only once in these movements are the
four-part form (ABCA), the rondo (ABACA), the passacaglia, the variation,
and the fugue.
Both Chapters II and III contain concluding summary paragraphs.
There are three appendices at the end of this paper. Appendix A, which
contains musical examples numbered 36 through 951 is a theme index for
the Vierne organ symphonies. Appendix B shows the specification of the
Notre Dame organ (c. 1930)» and Appendix C is a catalog of the works of
Louis Vierne.

CHAPTER I
LOUIS VIERNE AND HIS ORGAN SYMPHONIES
I.

VIERNE*S LIFE AND HIS MUSICAL TRAINING
On June 2, 1937 Louis Vierne, who had been the organist at Notre

Dame de Paris since 1900, died there while playing a recital of his own
compositions. He had just finished playing his Trlptvoue when he was
stricken. Although he was rushed to the hospital* it was too late; his
end had cane at the age of sixty-seven.
This remarkable French organist and composer was born blind on
October 8, 1870 in Poitiers. Nothing was done about his blindness until
J

November of 1877, when two operations by a Dr. de Wecker of Paris re
sulted in giving young Louis partial sight, enough vision at least to
enable him to recognize people and to read large type at close range.
He began lessons in Braille, however, in addition to his lessons in
piano and solfege, which he had undertaken two years earlier at the age
of five.
Vierne*s uncle, Charles Colin, an organist and a professor of
oboe at the Paris Conservatoire, recognized his nephew's musical gifts
and entered him in the Institute Nationale des Jeunes Aveugles (National
Institute for the Young Blind) in 1881» when Louis was eleven* Here
Vierne continued his musical training and general studies for nine years.
In addition to his lessons in harmony, solfejge, piano, and violin, Vierne
began his first serious organ study at the Institute with Louis Lebel,

1
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who initiated him into the organ works of Bach and the art of improvisa
tion.

VIerne took several first prises in organ and composition during

his final years at the Institute*
In 1889, during his last year at the Institute, Vierne was ad
mitted as an auditor to Cesar Franek*s organ class at the Conservatoire.
The relationship with Franek, which greatly influenced Vierne's composi
tional style, did not last long, however, for Franek died as a result of
a carriage accident in the fall of 1890, the year in which he wrote his
famous Three Chorals for organ.
Five of the six weekly hours of Franek1s organ classes were
devoted to improvisation, for Franek assumed that his pupils already had
received considerable instruction in organ technique and repertory. The
training of organists in France has always stressed the art of improvisa
tion, for the Ranan Catholic mass, as practiced in French dhurches and
cathedrals, gives the organist maximum opportunity to improvise during
the services. Hence the examinations in fugal and free improvisation
at the Paris Conservatoire are strict and exacting. Both Franek and
Vierne were reputed to be among the greatest improvlsers in their res
pective lifetimes.
Charles Marie Widor was appointed as Franek's successor of the
Conservatoire organ class. Widor, who was twenty-five years older than
Vierne, was to become the latter1s lifelong friend and mentor* It is
curious that Widor died at the age of ninety-two on March
12, 1937% just
t
a few months before Vierne collapsed at the organ console of Notre Dame.
In 1891 Widor made Vierne an instructor of plainsong at the
Conservatoire and a year later made him his assistant organist at the

church of Saint Sulpice, where Widor had been chief organist since 1870,
the year of Vierne's birth. Widor, the "Grand Old Man of the Organ." as
he was fondly called, was noted for his impeccable organ playing and his
sensitive and colorful registration. One of Widor1s organ teachers had
been Nicholas Jacques Lemmens, a Belgian who had studied with the famous
German organist, Adolf Hesse. The authentic tradition of playing the
J. S. Bach organ works was transferred from Hesse to Lemmens to Widor,
and ultimately to Vierne and many other students of Widor. In 1893
Widor1s organ pupils, including Vierne, each played a Bach chorale pre
lude in an examination-recital on the famous Cavaille-Coll organ at Notre
Dame. This was seven years before Vierne was to become the official
organist there. In 189^ Vierne won the first prize in organ playing at
the Conservatoire.

Vierne absorbed fran Widor*s teaching and friendship

a lifelong passion for the organ music of Bach as well as an acute sense
of organ registration and an almost flawless organ playing technique.
In 1896 Widor was promoted to the professorship of composition.
Alexander Guilmant succeeded him as professor of organ, Vierne becoming
Guilmant's assistant in his organ classes. Himself a good organist,
Guilmant also possessed a keen sense of organ tone color, and composed
hundreds of organ compositions, including eight sonatas for organ.
Guilmant1s influence was widespread; many European and American organ
ists studied with him. The Guilmant Organ School in New York City is
named after him. A serious scholar also, he was co-editor, with Andre
Pirro, of the ten volumes of selected French classic organ works entitled
Archives des maltres gg l'crgue (Paris: Durand et Cie., 1895-1910).
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On April 20, 1898, Vierne married Arlette Taskin, the daughter
of a famous baritone of the Opera-Comique. Their only child, Jacques,
born two years later, was killed in 1918 In the action of the first World
War, as was Vierne1s younger brother, Rene.
In February of 1900 Eugene Sergent, who had been organist at
Notre Dame since 1847* fell ill and died of stomach cancer at the age of
seventy-one. The authorities and clergy at Notre Dame decided to select
his successor by means of an open competition in which the candidates
would play prepared pieces from the organ repertory and improvise both a
fugue and a free piece upon given themes. The jury for the competition ^
was composed of some of the best French musicians of the day, among than
Widor, Guilmant, Gigout,and Dallier. Out of ninety-eight candidates
Vierne was elected unanimously by the jury.
Thus began the brilliant, thirty-seven year career of Louis
Vierne at Notre Dame. Musicians from all over the world came to hear
Vierne play the famous Cavaille-Coll organ. These years of regular
service playing at Notre Dame had only one major interruption. Fran July
of 1916 to April of 1920 Vierne underwent several operations for glaucoma,
which had begun to affect seriously his vision. During this period he
played but seldom at Notre Dame. During the 1920's he made several re
cital tours in Europe and came to the United States in 1927. partly to
concertize and partly to raise money for a much-needed new console at
Notre Dame. His efforts to raise money in France for this purpose had
been frustrated. Mr. Ernest M, Skinner, the well-known American organ
builder, offered to donate a console, but the Chapter at Notre Dame
refused his offer. The efforts of Widor in 1931, however, did result

in arousing the clergy of Notre Dame and the Ministry of Beaux-Arts in
such a way that they supplied the money for major repairs on the console
and a few tonal changes, which had been suggested by Vierne.
It was while he was at Notre Dame that Vierne wrote five of his
six organ symphonies, the First Symphony having been written in 1898-99.
just prior to his appointment there. The Second Symphony was completed
in 1902, the Third in 1911» the Fourth in 1914-. the Fifth in 192^, and
the Sixth in 1930. Vierne1s total output of compositions is remarkably
large for a man who possessed such limited vision. A glance at Appendix
C., the "Catalog of the Works of Louis Vierne," will reveal that he wrote
but little music prior to his First Symphony and after his Sixth Sympho
ny. From 1912 until his death Vierne taught organ at the Schola Cantorum
in Paris. His many pupils included Marcel Dupre, Nadia Boulanger, and
Maurice Durufle.
From 193^ until his death in 1937 Vierne wrote his autobiography,
entitled "Souvenirs de Louis Vierne." This writing appeared in install1
ments of the Bulletin of Les Amis de L'Orgue, an association in France
which somewhat resembles our American Guild of Organists. An English
translation of Vierne's entire text by Esther Jones Barrovr appeared in
thirteen monthly issues of The Diapason, from September, 1938 to Septem
ber, 1939- The last paragraph of his "Souvenirs," written just before
his death, beautifully expresses his musical aesthetic and his personal
philosophy:
Here closes the chapter of my reminiscences as organist of
Notre Dame. The splendid instrument whose happy title I have
held for thirty-seven years has played a preponderant role in
my artistic and intellectual life. In its shadow I wrote what
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2 have written and formulated for myself the aesthetics of a
•cathedral organist,* working to adapt myself to Its majestic
sound, to the grand frame of the basilica, to the great reli
gious and national memorials connected with It. To the high
mission which was entrusted to me I have brought, for want of
anything better, all the fidelity and sincerity of my heart as
an artist and a believer.1
II. THE ORGAN AT NOTRE DAME
The organ at Notre Dame was built In 1868 by Arlstlde CavailleColl (1811-99)* a Frencn organ builder who was also an acoustician and
engineer. His first masterpiece was the organ in the Basilica of Saint
Denis, completed in 1841. This instrument was the first to use the
Barker lever, a pneumatic device which removed from the manual keys the
resistance of the couplers and of the heavy wind pressure. This organ
was also the first to use the divided wind chest, which made possible a
variation in wind pressure to suit the requirements of different pipes.
Cavaille-Coll rebuilt the century-old Henri Cliquot organ at
Saint Sulpice in 1862.

Vierne always thought highly of this instrument,

which he regularly played for eight years as Wldor's assistant. This
organ and the Notre Dame organ are perhaps the most representative of
the many organs built by Cavai116-Coll, and perhaps typify best the
tonal disposition of the nineteenth-century French organ, which is
described by Geer as follows:
The French organ is designed for ensemble. Both the specifi
cations and the voicing of the individual stops are planned with
reference to the effectiveness and variety of combinations. Solo
stops are an added luxury. In large Instruments each division
contains a complete ensemble....

^Louis Vierne, "Reminiscences of Louis Vierne; His life and
Contacts with Famous Men,H The Diapason.(September) 1939. P. 9.

The montres are less heavy and aggressive than our diapasons,
having seme of the warmth but not the thinness of string quality.
The eambes (strings) are mild and effective in combination. The
flutes, commonly made of metal, are brighter than ours. ... The
anches (reeds) are brilliant, having a comparatively weak funda
mental and a high development of upper partlaIs. The mixtures are
so designed and balanced that they merge with the other stops, con
tributing to the quality without thickening the ensemble or pro
truding above it.2
The most distinguishing feature of the romantic French organ is
the inclusion of a full chorus of reed stops—sixteen-foot, eight-foot,
and four-foot—on each manual and in the pedal. The Notre Dame organ,
having over ninety stops, is no exception to this (see Appendix B). The
full organ is truly dominated by the reeds, the mixtures merely enrich
ing both the flues and the reeds, rather than dominating them, as is
the case with the classic Germanic organs.
While superoctave couplers (octaves aieues) are rare on French
organs, suboctave couplers (octaves graves) are rather common, espe
cially on the Recit (swell). Sixteen-foot stops on all the manuals are
also common. Franck, Widor, Vierne, and their followers frequently write
the manual parts high on the keyboard in their compositions, but specify
sixteen-foot stops and couplers in their registration indications. The
indication "Fonds (flues) et Anches 16, 8, 4H on all manuals is fre
quently seen in the registration markings of these composers. This indi
cation is found in almost all of the lazige sonata-allegro or "sonatatoccata" movements of the Vierne symphonies. (These movements will be
discussed in Chapter III.) In the Final to the Sixth Symphony, however,

2E.

Harold Geer, Organ Registration 1& Theory- and Practice.
(Glen Rock, New Jersey: J. Fischer and Brothers, 1957X p. 298.
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Vierne calls for only the eight- and four-foot Fonda et Anches on the
Recit and on the Positif• while the sixteen-foot stops are required in
the other divisions of the organ. One notes in this movement, however,
that the general tessitura is rather low, as compared with the Final of
the First Symphony, for instance, which uses the low-pitched stops
throughout.
Another feature of the French organ, which directly influences
the music written for it, are the ventil pedals, or levers, which, when
depressed, admit air into the wind chests of the reed and mixture stops.
Thus the reeds and mixtures of any keyboard can be drawn in advance, and
added by means of a ventil pedal when needed. The terms Anches preoarees
or Mixtures preparees indicate such a procedure, as in the registration
indications of the first movement of Vierne*s Sixth Symphony. The organ
at Notre Dame had four such Ventils de combination just above the group
of three sharp keys in the second octave of the pedal-board.^ The French
organist, therefore, usually makes few actual changes of stops during
the course of a movement. Instead, he draws at the beginning all the
stops which he will use, controlling their selection during his playing
by the adjustment of the ventil pedals.
In a similar fashion the French organist controls his couplers
by means of foot levers placed just above the pedalboard. The original
Cavaille-Coll console at Notre Dame had five accouplement (superoctave
couplers), five tirasses (manual-to-pedal couplers), four ventils de

^Wallace Goodrich, The Organ in France.(Bostons
Music Company, 1917$ p. xiii.

The Boston
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combination (discussed above), and five levers marked Octaves Graves
(suboctave couplers). Two more levers marked Tremulant Reclt and
Expression Reclt (a swell pedal having two notched positions) completed
li
the accessories of the original console's ventil system. The accouplement were all of the intra-manual type (eg., Reclt to R&cit, fourfoot) until Cavai116-Coil's successor, Charles Hutin, added a unison
RScit to Positlf coupler, an intermanual type, in his alterations to
the organ in 1931. At this time he also added six general pedal pistons
operated from the keyboards. He also improved the action of the swell
pedal and moved it from the extreme right of the pedalboard to the
center. His alterations in the organ's tonal disposition will be dis
cussed later.
The ventil system enables the organist to effect a gradual
crescendo by the successive addition of louder reed and mixture stops
to the foundation stops. Then the organist adds the suboctave couplers,
and finally the superoctave couplers, if the latter are available. The
registration indications of the Pinal of Vierne's Sixth Symphony is
exemplary of this procedure. A French registration change like HG
^Grand Orguej + 16 Fonds et AnchesH would have to be effected by means
of general or manual pistons on a German, Ehglish, or American organ
which does not have ventil levers. Wallace Goodrich's book, The Organ
in France, attempts "to show how the spirit of these [VrenchJ

composi

tions may be attained in performance upon our American instruments. .

^Ibid.
^Goodrich,

dt.. p. xiii.
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While the lack of Inter-manual ("between-manual") couplers on
so large an Instrument as the Notre Dame organ would indicate that each
of its five manuals was an independent unit, the same could also be said
of its pedal organ, even though each of the manuals could be coupled at
the unison with the pedal by means of the tirasses. Goodrich maintains,
nevertheless, that the Pedale was voiced in such a way that it needed no
aid from the manuals.^ A look at the Pedale specification of the Notre
Dame organ (Appendix 6) would seem to support this view, at least as far
as this organ is concerned.
Vierne's registration indications in the thirty-one movements
from his six organ symphonies are rather typical of the registration
practices of the French School of his teachers—Franck, Widor, and
Guilmant. The large sonata-allegro and toccata movements usually call
for the same types and pitches of stops on all the manuals. The familiar
Final of the First Symphony gives a model registration:
G. Fonds et Anches 16, 8, 4.
P. Fonds et Anches 16, 8, 4-.
R. Fonds et Anches 16, 8, 4.
Ped. Fonds 32, 16, 8, 4.
Anches 16, 8, k.
This combination makes it possible for the organist to change
intensity rather than tone color in going from one manual to another.
If striking changes of timbre were desired, they were effected by bring
ing into play the reeds or mixtures by means of the ventil pedals. This
type of registration is ideal for movements in which the intrinsic musi
cal ideas take precedence over special or exotic tone colors. Many of

6Ibld..

p. 31
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the organ compositions of Karg-ELert, for example, require many soloistic
or impressionistic effects with frequent changes of registration.
Some of the slow, lyrical movements of Vierne's organ symphonies
do, however, require solo stops in their registration. The Pastorale of
the First Symphony specifies eight-foot flutes in the pedal and on the
accompanying manuals, with the Hautbois-Bourdon combination—both eightfoot—on the Recit. The registration for the Aria of the Sixth Symphony
is only slightly more elaborate:
R. Trompette et Flute 8.
P. (exoressif) Principal, Salicional et Bourdon 8.
G. Flute 8.
Ped. Soubasse 16, Bourdon 8.
The above registration plans are so simple in their demands that
they could be carried out on French organs one quarter the size of the
Notre Dame organ. This large organ, which inspired Vierne for almost
forty years, did have a variety of solo stops, to be sure, but these were
voiced in such a way that they could find their way into the total organ
ensemble without asserting their soloistic qualities when used in large
combinations of stops. In this respect the Notre Dame organ, which even
today is one of the largest organs in the world, typifies the character
of the French nineteenth-century organ.
One of the most elaborate, but still practical, registration
schemes is found in the Scherzo of the Sixth Symphony, a movement having
sonata-allegro form:
R. Flutes 8-4, Quinte, Octavin et Basson-Hautbois.
P. (expresslf) Bourdon 8, Fl&te 4, Nasard, Tierce,
Qiarte deAnasard.
G. Bourdon et Flute 8.
Ped. Flutes 16-8.

r
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Solo stops are almost never changed during the course of a
movement in French music. The lack of manual and general pistons on
French organs may account for this, although it must be remembered that
European organists for centuries had an assistant—frequently a student—
on the organ bench with them. These assistants turned pages and helped
the organist manage his stops. Marcel IXipre, as a young student of
Vierne, often aided him in this way. In the retransition of the
Pastorale of the First Symphony, however, Vierne allows the texture of
the music to thin down to a single melodic line, played with the right
hand. This allows the left hand to make the stop changes necessary for
the recapitulation in measure 59*

Cesar Franck, in his music, often

indicates elaborate manual stop changes during a pedal solo.
In 1910 the Seine River overflowed its banks and covered part
of the floor of the Notre Dame basilica with water. The resulting damp
ness in the church had an almost devastating effect upon the wind chests
and action of the organ. In December of 191^ the German air force mis
takenly thought that Notre Dame had become a military observation post,
and they dropped two bombs on the church, one bomb damaging the roof
near the organ and the other breaking one of the two giant rose windows
of the nave. The resulting dust nearly ruined the organ. For the next
seventeen years only the most urgent repairs were made on the Instrument;
it was only in 1931 that Charles Mutin, Cavaille-Coll's successor, was.
able to do a thorough job of repair to the action, the chests, and the
console, which had also shown signs of attrition. In addition to the
repairs and the improvements of the console (mentioned earlier), Mutin,
working with Vierne1s suggestions about tonal changes in the organ, added

a Flute 8 to the Grand-Choeur and substituted the Clarion k on the
Grand-Orgue for a reed called Soprano k. On the Positif he removed the
Piccolo 1 and added a Nasard 2-2/3*

To the Recit he added a three-rank

Cymbale and to the Pedale a Bourdon 8 and a Violoncelle 16.
Vierne, in his "Souvenirs," speaks of Franck and his pupils as
The French Organ School, which brought new life into French organ music,
and which owed much to the innovations in organ construction made pos
sible by such organ builders as CavaiUS-Coll and Mutim
But while our ancestors had been paralyzed by the rudimentary
mechanism of their instruments and therefore were obliged to draw
a good deal upon the technique of the harpsichord both in their
writing and in their playing, the tremendous advances in our
modem construction were to allow cur school to beccme much more
specialized and to liberate the organ frcm its bondage to "pianism. 1 The new couplers of one keyboard to another, the perfect
ing of the bellows, the enriching of the tonal pallet, etc..
opened up to composers a new pathway, that of the symphony.°
III. THE ORGAN SYMPHONY BSXJRE VIERNE
Cavaille-Coll's tracker-pneumatic organs, with their light key
action, steady wind pressure, and rich choruses of harmonic flutes,
tranpettes, and foundation stops, were destined to inspire composers
to write symphonic music for organs of this type during the second half
of the nineteenth century. In addition to the organs at Notre Dame,
Saint Sulpice, and Saint Denis, Cavaille-Coll constructed organs in
Paris at the churches of Saint Clothilde, Saint Vincent de Paul, Saint

'Vierne, Og. cit.. September, 1939» p. 8.
8Ibid..

p. 9.

1Jf
Augustin, and La Trinite. His outstanding instruments outside Paris
included organs at Saint Michel, Havre; The Palais d'Industrie, Amster
dam; the Town Hall, Sheffield, Bigland; and the Conservatory of Music
in Moscow. Toward the end of his life he planned a large, one-hundredstop organ for Saint Peter's in Rome, but this plan never materialized.
According to Geer, the first significant compositions written
for these instruments were C6sar Franck's Six Pieces, 1862. "They con
tained, in the first movement of the Grande Piece Saaphonique. ,Prieref,
and 'Final', the first successful adaptation of the sonata form to the
organ idiom.The Grande Pi&ce Symphoniaue was the first organ compo
sition of symphonic type and the first to utilize the resources of the
French romantic organ. Absent in these pieces were the polyphonic
forms and textures of the baroque organ composers. Also absent was the
banal and frivolous nature of the organ pieces written by George Vogler,
Lefebure-Wely, and Edouard Batiste during the first half of the nine
teenth century.

Vogler's composition, The Fall of the Walls of Jericho,

which had musical imitations of thunder stoms and the like, is typical
of much of the organ music between the lifetimes of J. S. Bach and CSsar
Franck.
Felix Mendelssohn, in his Six Sonatas for Organ, shows a great
predilection for polyphonic forms, especially the fugue, which is the
form of the larger movements of the Second, Fourth, and Sixth Sonatas.
The principal movement of the Third Sonata contains a double fugue,

^Geer, Og. cit.. p. 292
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against which the pedals give the phrases of the chorale, HAus tiefer
Not." Geer states: "It is significant that not a single movement of
these sonatas is in the classical first-movement form—although the
pigeon-hole analyst might force the first movement of the Sonata in £
Minor into that category.
The eight organ sonatas of Alexandre Guilmant, a skillful
composer and one of Vieme's Conservatoire teachers, have not found
much favor among present-day organ recitalists. While some of the
movements of these works exhibit sonata-allegro design (for example, the
first movement of the First Sonata), many of the movements are developed
along individual lines. Perhaps their most significant characteristic
is the great detail of the registration indications. Vierne once called
Guilmant a "colorist of the first water.Guilmant's First Sonata was
originally a symphony for organ and orchestra, a composition which he
later transcribed for organ solo. Many of Guilmant's shorter organ
pieces, which he had composed for church service playing, were collected
into several large volumes called The Practical Organist. Most of these
shorter compositions have rather detailed registration plans.
The complete organ works of Franz Iiszt have been published in
two volumes by the C. F. Peters Corporation. Although these pieces tend
to resemble the composer's orchestral tone poems in their free, rhapso
dic form and chromatic harmony, they, nevertheless, revert to the older
polyphonic forms such as the chorale variation and the fugue for the

*°Geer, Op. cit.. p. 286.
^Vierne, 0j>. cit.. January, 1939. p. 9»
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underlying basis of their formal construction. The very titles of the
longer pieces acknowledge the debt to pre-ranantic organ music:
Phantasie und Fuse uber den Chorale

nos, gd salutarem undam":

Praeludlum und Fuse uber B-A-C-H: and Messe fur den Gottesdienstlichen
Gebrauch.
A programatic organ sonata entitled The Ninety-fourth Psalm by
Julius Reubke, a pupil of Idszt, brought fame and historical importance
to its composer, who died at the age of twenty-four. According to Geers
Reubke was perhaps the only composer ever to achieve immortality
through a single composition; his Ninety-fourth Psalm is the most
isolated work in the whole realm of organ literature. He appropri
ated the romanticism of Liszt's orchestral music, borrowing also
from Wagner, and applied it to organ composition more completely
and effectively than Liszt himself; and he accomplished this with
out doing violence to the essential organ idiom. This sonata was
the first program work of the nineteenth century type to be written
for the organ, and it remains unmatched.''2
Viidor's ten organ symphonies represent an attempt by the com
poser to bring the spirit of the ranantic symphony to the medium of the
French organ. These works, which exploit both the tonal resources of
the organ and the playing skill of the organist, seldom use the sonataallegro design, however; they are, for the most part, merely a collec
tion of up to six independent movements: marches, variations (usually
on a plainsong melody), and movements having song-form design and
descriptive titles (the Meditation of the First Symphony, for instance).
The popular Toccata in F Ma.ior from the Fifth Symphony is an extended
movement built almost entirely upon a sprightly toccata figuration.
Harvey Grace, speaking about the WLdor organ symphonies,maintains:

12Geer,

0£. cit.. p. 287.
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The title 1 symphonies" is perhaps hardly suitable for works
which are really collections of pieces. As sane of the movements—
especially in the earlier sets—are of slender proportions, and as
we now associate the term with music on a big scale, the works
might be more fairly called suites.13
Widor's Ninth Symphony (the Symphonic Gothiaue. op. 70) and the
Tenth Symphony (the Svmphonie Romane. op. 73) are largely based upon
Gregorian melodies. An Eleventh Symphony, for organ and orchestra, was
entitled Sinfonia Sacra. Op. 81. Goodrich, commenting on these works,
which were written toward the end of Widor's long life, says:
.. .Widor believed that true organ music should be inspired by
religious melodies, and thereby consecrated to the Church. ...
Vierne concerned himself more with progressive tendencies in
harmonization and melodic inventiveness characteristic of the
"modern French school."1^
V. VIERNE1S SIX ORGAN SYMPHONIES
The tonal complexity of the themes in Vierne's Sixth Symphony
(Appendix A, Examples 84 through 95) would give firm support to the
above quotation, which speaks of Vierne1s "progressive tendencies in
harmonization and melodic inventiveness.H While Widor's last works for
organ use modal chant themes, Vierne's last symphony uses two themes in
which all twelve chromatic notes appear (Examples 85 and 89). The pre
dominantly chromatic melodies in the last three Vierne symphonies tend
to produce a more chromatically complex harmony than the harmonies found
in most of the Widor symphonies, although Widor did sometimes apply a
chromatic harmonization to a diatonic—or even modal—melody, as in the

^Harvey Grace, French Organ Music. Past and Present. (New York!
H. W. Gray Company, 191$&i p. 132.
Goodrich, gg,. cit.. p. 11.
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last movement of the Svmphonie Gothltwe. for eixample, which uses a
chant theme for a series of variations.
Norbert Dufourcq expressed a belief in 1939 that twentieth
century French organ compositions were influenced by two factors: "le
monde symphonique" (the symphonic style) and Mle monde chretien et
gr^orien" (the chants of the Ranan church).^ There is little doubt
that the romantic orchestral symphony of the nineteenth century has
influenced French organ composers since Franck and French organ build
ers since Cavaille-Coll.

The contribution of Gregorian chant to the

major French organ works of this century, however, is significantly evi
dent, in this writer's opinion, only in the organ symphonies of Widor,
especially the Ninth, Tenth, and Eleventh. Certainly Franck, GuiLnant,
and Vierne were thoroughly steeped in the chant traditions during their
training and in their careers as organists; Vierne, who had taught a
Conservatoire class in plainsong in his student days, almost never uses
so much as a modal (lowered) seventh in his symphonies.
The dominance of the symphonic style has brought about a partial
secularization of French organ music since Franck. Perhaps one could
argue that the essential flamboyance of the Romantic, first-movement
sonata form is inherently incompatible with the liturgical spirit and
traditions of plainsong. One might even argue that this basic incom
patibility explains, in part, Widor*s avoidance of sonata-allegro form,
at least in his movements having plainsong themes. The variation form,
which is the design of the last movement of Widor1s Svmphonie Gothiaue.

15
^Norbert Dufourcq, "Panorama de la Musique d'orgue Fran§aise
au xx siecle," La Revue Musicale. No. 189, p. 105.
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for example! seems much more suited to the musical development of a
Gregorian melody than the sonata form, which demands thematic contrast
and interplay rather than the continuous development of a single theme*
The symphonic style has pervaded many of the organ works of the
present generation of French composers. Even compositions with religious
titles like Oliver Messiaen's L 'Ascension Suite and Ig, Kativite Suite
(which attempt to portray musically several episodes in the life of
Christ), reflect the symphonic textures and contrasts of the Widor and
Vierne organ symphonies. Marcel Eupre's Variations sur un Noel. Op. 20%
treats a carol in the dorian mode in a manner resembling Widor's vari
ations on a plainsong in the last movement of his Svmphonie Gothioue.
The six organ symphonies of Vierne stand alone, in this writer's
opinion, in their success in bringing to the organ repertory both the
classic sonata-allegro form and the romantic spirit and color of the
nineteenth century orchestral symphony. Vierne was at once a classi
cist and a romanticist; from his teachers he absorbed the compositional
forms and techniques of both the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
More than any of his contemporaries Vierne utilized the sonata-allegro
form in his multi-movement works for the organ. Fourteen of the thirtyone movements from his six organ symphonies employ either the sonataallegro or the "sonata-toccata" forms. (This latter form, which super
imposes a toccata figuration over sonata design, will be discussed in
Part Two of Chapter III.)
Vierne took from Widor the idea of the organ symphony itself.
From Widor's instruction and friendship he developed his prodigious
organ technique and his love for Bach's organ works. Vierne mastered

chromatic harmony and organ improvization by a study of Franck's music
and by a year's attendance in Franck's organ class at the Conservatoire*
Fran Franck he adopted the idea of writing short canons (l&camples 42,
46, for instance) and of writing cyclic themes, which are found in
Vierne's last three organ symphonies. Fran Guilmant, the colorist of
organ registration, Vierne learned to adapt the symphonic style to the
medium of the organ. In so doing he made the church organ a true con
cert instrument, whose only rival in the range of its musical expression
was the symphony orchestra itself.
The organ symphonies of Vierne and Widor, however, have inspired
only a few other composers to write large-scale organ compositions of
this eenre. Vierne's pupil, DuprS, who substituted as organist at
Notre Dame for Vierne during the latter's illness fran 1916 to 1922, has
written a Smohonie-Passion and a Second Symphony, neither of which is
widely played, at least in this country. IXipre has also written a
Symphony in G Minor for Organ and Orchestra.
Camil Van Hulse, the Flemish-American composer who now resides
in Tucson, Arizona, has written two organ symphonies for organ solo.
The first, entitled Svmphonia Mystica. dedicated to Alexander Schreiner,
an American organist who studied with Vierne, is referred to by the
composer as a "suite" in a note to the performer on page seven of the
score. The five movements are entitled Prelude. Meditation. Scherzo,
Intermezzo, and Finale. Van Hulse's Second Symphony (Eleeiaca) was
written as a manorial to Bernard R. LaBexge, who Triad directed the
Bernard R. LaBerge Concert Management before his death.

Perhaps the solo organ symphony which most closely resembles
both the form and the spirit of the Vierne symphonies is the Symphony
In 2. Major (1932) of the American composer, Leo Sowerby, who was the
first winner of the American Prix de Rome in composition in 1921.
Written two years before Vierne's last symphony, Sowerby's work, in
three movements, contains a curious mixture of traditional nineteenth
century harmonies and more extreme harmonies having polychords, chords
built on fourths, chords with added tones, and chords of the ninth.
These are often connected by chromatic lines in one or more parts. The
first movement is in sonata-allegro form with an introduction and coda.
The middle movement, marked "Fast and Sinister," is in rondo form (ABACA)
with an introduction and coda. The final A section of this movement
contains rhythmic and melodic elanents of the B and C themes. The last
movement is a passacaglia of tremendous proportions, having thirty-three
variations on an eight-measure theme. Becoming ever more powerful and
dissonant, this movement effectively uses the contrapuntal devices of
inversion, canon, retrograde motion, and pedal point. The passacaglia
form was used by Vierne in the first movement of his Fifth Symphony—
the only instance of the use of this form in Viernefs symphony move
ments.
The fate of the organ symphony as a musical form is inevitably
bound to the vicissitudes of organ building and voicing. The CavailleColl organs played by the late nineteenth century French Organ School
were the inspiration for the transference of the symphonic ideal to
the medium of the organ. This transference would probably not have
taken place if the classic ideals of organ tone had

been retained by
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French organ builders during the second half of the nineteenth century.
The revival of interest in Bach's music during this century had stimu
lated an interest in his organ masterpieces. During the lifetimes of
Vierne and Widor this enthusiasm for Bach's organ music and in other
keyboard works of the past brought with it a concern for the authentic
tr

traditions of the performance of this older music. Around the turn of
the century Albert Schweitzer was raising funds and promoting an
interest in the restoration of many ancient organs throughout Europe.
In 1921 an organ was installed in the University of Freiburg, built
by Walcker under the supervision of the musicologist, Willibald Gurlitt,
according to the specifications given by Praetorius in his Svrit^pia
Musicum. More recently, the almost universal concern of musicians and
musical public with the problems of MAuffuhrungspraxis," or performancepractice of ancient music, has been furthered by the tremendous advances
in musicological knowledge and in the widespread manufacture and sale of
recordings of music played on authentic old instruments or modern repro
ductions of them.
In the organ field this interest in the music of the past has
affected both contemporary organ building and contemporary organ composi
tion. Organ builders, while seldom constructing an instrument along
wholly classic lines, often give their organs a tonal ensemble resem
bling that of the baroque ideal. Contemporary composers for the organ fre
quently cast their compositions into the musical forms of the polyphonic
periods of music history. The fugue, the suite, and the chorale-type
variation are often favorite musical designs of contemporary composers
for the organ. These tendencies of today's composers and organ builders

to look to the distant past for their musical inspiration has all but
dealt a death-blow to the "symphonic style" of organ composition of
Franck and his students. Whether this essentially hanophonic, symphonic
style of organ composition will ever again find favor among composers is
uncertain, but it would seem doubtful.
While the longer organ works of Franck are often played in
their entirety by today's recitalists, the complete symphonies of Vierne
and Widor are seldom played in toto during a single concert. The ex
treme length and the technical difficulties of these symphonies put
great demands upon the oi^gan and organist alike. The technical diffi
culties of execution in the first and third movements of Vierne1 s Sixth
Symphony would probably place these movements among the most difficult
in the organ literature. The tonal disposition and resources of many
of our contemporary smaller instruments is unequal to the registration
demands of the French symphonic organ repertory. Performers today tend
to build their programs from a selection of a wide range of shorter
organ pieces from the baroque, rcmantic and modern periods of organ
composition. Occasionally a movement from one of the Vierne or Widor
symphonies will find its way into their programs. Probably the three
most frequently chosen from these works are the Toccata from Widor*s
Fifth Symphony, the Final from Vierne1 s First Symphony, and The Scherzo
of his Second.
In all the French symphonic organ literature, Vierne's six
organ symphonies, in this writer's opinion, most successfully bring the
nineteenth century symphonic ideal over to the medium of the organ.
Having built upon the foundations provided by the Widor symphonies and
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the symphonic organ works of Franck and Guilmant, Vierne's symphonies
have an individuality and a certain breadth of vision which is distinctly
unique.
William C. Bedford, who wrote a master's thesis on Vierne's
organ symphonies shortly after Vierne's death, concludes his study with
the following paragraph:
The organ symphonies of Louis Vierne represent a substantial
and valuable contribution to modern organ literature because of
their own intrinsic value; because they are the well-considered
works of one of the preeminent members of the modern French oxigan
school, and because they represent the vision and the work of an
organist directly descended through one of the finest lines of
schooling. As for their permanence in the repertoire, it remains
for time and capable organists to say.1°

^^William C. Bedford, "The Organ Symphonies of Louis Vierne."
(Unpublished master's thesis; University of Missouri), 1942, p. 104.

CHAPTER II
TRANSFORMATIONS OF HARMONY IN VIERNE'S ORGAN SYMPHONIES
I. VIERNE'S PROGRESSIVE USE OF CHROMATICISM
As a general statement it would be fairly safe to say that
Vierne's harmonic style in his six organ symphonies is a chromatic one.
The great plethora of sharps, flats, and accidentals in the printed
score would seen at once to bear this out* In all six organ symphonies
one could find numerous examples of chromatic, rather than diatonic, nonharmonic tones, that is.appoggiaturas, passing tones, auxiliaries, and
suspensions. An attempt to classify and to catalog all these chromatic
non-chord tones would be both difficult and unrewarding, for such a
classification would reveal little of Vierne's use of tonality, or keycenteredness in his symphonies. Chapter II of this paper will try to
show that Vierne's harmonic style, as revealed in his organ symphonies,
progresses from a clearly-defined—albeit chrcraaticised—use of tonality,
as found in his First and Second symphonies, to a more obscure use of
tonality, as found in his Fifth and Sixth symphonies. More specifically,
the first two organ symphonies, in general, possess the "functional har
mony" of the classic-romantic tradition. The many chromatic, nonharmonic tones and chromatic chords do not alter the functional harmonic
progressions of "common-practice" music, or music of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.
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At the other extreme, Vierne's last two symphonies, notably the
Sixth, are generally much less stable tonally, the key centers being
constantly shifted. These symphonies have many passages where a defi
nite feeling of tonality is obscured or delayed by a highly chromatic
bass line or general chromatic teacture.
The middle two symphonies, the Third and Fourth, bridge the gap
between the two extremes of harmonic styles. These works are charac
terized by many more chromatic non-chord tones and chromatic progressions
than the first two symphonies, but they, nevertheless, retain the strong
functional harmonic progressions of classical tonality.
Thus the six symphonies fall into three groups of two, each pair
showing harmonic consistency. The first two symphonies, which reflect
the harmonic idiom of Franck, were written at the ages of twenty-nine
and thirty-two respectively. The Third and Fourth symphonies were writ
ten at the ages of forty-one and forty-four, while the Fifth Symphony
was written at age of fifty-four and the Sixth at age sixty* The sym
phonies represent about thirty years of Vierne's creative lifetime and
almost half of his actual lifetime.
II. MELODY IN THE VIERNE ORGAN SYMPHONIES
A study of Appendix A of this paper, the Theme Index of the
Vierne organ symphonies, reveals that the melodies of the first three
symphonies (Examples 36 through 63) are, for the most part, diatonic
and relatively devoid of chromatic alterations. The exceptions to this
general statement are found in Examples 36, 41, 58, and 60, where the
accidentals are usually chromatic non-chord tones, or such common
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accidentals as the leading tone to the dominant or the leading tone of
the minor scale. The chromaticism of these first three symphonies is
caused more by the harmony than by the melody itself. In other words,
Vierne applies a chromatic hannony to his diatonic melodies in these
symphonies.

Beginning with the Fourth Symphony, however, one notes an

increase in the use of accidentals in the melodies themselves, espe
cially in the cyclic themes of the Fourth Symphony (Examples 64, 71,
72, and 73). The cyclic themes of the Fifth Symphony (Examples 75» 77»
and 78) likewise use both the diatonic and the chromatically altered
tones of the scale in their melodic structure.
The Sixth Symphony (Examples 84 through 95) is in a class by
itself in regard to the abundance of chromatic tones in its melodies
and harmonies. The secondary theme of the first movement (Example 85)
uses all twelve chromatic tones, as does the main thane from the second
movement, the Aria (Example 89). The first ten notes of the Adagio
(Example 92) contain seven chromatic tones, and the first eight notes
of the first movement's introductory theme—which later becomes the
toccata figuration in the same movement—contain

eight different tones,

three of which have an accidental (Example 84). In the whole symphony
the only themes which can be called predominantly diatonic are B themes
of the Scherzo (Example 91) and of the Final (Example 95)*

The final

cadence of the second movement of this work has one of the rare in
stances of a modal seventh (C natural progressing to the D tonic in the
soprano in measures 85-86). The main theme of the Final of the Third
Symphony, however, gives prominence to the E natural in the key of F
Sharp minor (Example 62).
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Only rarely does Vierne make use of the melodic interval of the
augmented second, the principal characteristic of the harmonic minor
scale, in his symphony movements. One instance of this occurs In the
eleventh measure of the Ai^wcrro of the Fourth Symphony (G sharp to F
natural in downward motion).
As one glances at the themes in the Theme Index (Appendix A),
one is impressed not only by the high incidence of accidentals in the
melodies, but also by the great numbers of tied notes, which usually
bring about strong syncopations. Practically every other theme has at
least one example of tied notes or syncopated rhythmic patterns like
the eighth-quarter-eighth combination. Noteworthy In this regard are
Examples 40, 45, 48, 51, 52, 56, 58, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 68, 71, 77.
81, 85, 87, 91. 92, 93. 94, and 95.
Although Vierne often changes key signatures and tempo markings
within the course of a single movement, he never changes the meter dur
ing a movement, a frequent practice among many of his contemporaries,
Tournemire, for example. The classic spirit of Vierne found ample
rhythmic variety within a constant metric scheme.
Vierne frequently begins his themes with an anacrusis, as in
Examples 38, 42, 45, 54-, 74, 76. This is less true of the second and
last symphonies than the others, as a study of the theme index will
reveal.
In all the Vierne symphony movements the phrase lengths would
seem to be as often irregular as regular, Vierne frequently electing to
build his musical sentences from chains of phrases, or from phrases
having an odd number of measures. The opening nine-measure period of
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the Prelude to the First Symphony, for instance, groups itself by meas
ures into the following scheme:

1 + 1+ 2 + 2+1+2. The opening

twenty-eight measures of the Pinal to the Sixth Symphony fall into this
phrase pattern: 4 (introduction), 4 + 4 + 4 + 6 + 6. Vierne's usual
melodic compositional process is that of the continuous derivation of
small initial melodic units. The Prelude to the First Symphony (Ex
ample 36) is a case in point; the entire movement is derived from the
motives in the first four measures.
In the last three symphonies this continuous derivation of mel
ody manifests itself in the cyclic—or trans-movement—themes common to
each of these works. In the Fourth Symphony the "germinal" theme of
the Prelude (Example 64) is altered to become the B theme of the
Romance (Example 71) and the main theme of the Final (Example 72).
The Fifth Symphony has two cyclic themes. Examples 75 and 77
are thematically related, and Examples 74* 79, and 82 are likewise
thematically related. In this symphony the various transformations of
these two cyclic themes are easily discerned by the ear.
The Sixth Symphony also employs two themes which are common to
two or more movements. The beginning of the B theme of the first move
ment (Example 85) is similar in its interval structure to the second
half of the A theme of the fourth movement (Example 92). In a similar
fashion the B themes of the third and fourth movements (Examples 91 and
93) are similar to an interpolated pedal theme in the last movement,
which appears in measure 239 (Example 95)•
If Vierne emulated Franck by adopting the cyclic principle in
his last three symphonies, he also copied his teacher by making use of

short octave canons in all but his Second Symphony. Since the literal
canonic treatment usually does not last for more than six to eight
notes, perhaps one might better call these passages "short imitationsn
of two or more voices at the octave, rather than "canons." At any rate,
the B theme of the fourth movement of the First Symphony is typical of
this technique as used by Vierhe (Example 42). In the Fugue of the
same work the four-voiced imitations in measures 38 to 49 are exemplary.
The B thane in the last movement (Example 46) is an extended canonic
passage in which nine notes of the theme are imitated at the octave
between the soprano and the pedal. The time lapse between voices is
only one beat. This nine-note canonic figure is developed into a se
quential section covering sixteen measures (measures 49 to 65).
Other examples of octave canons are found in the Romance of the
Fourth Symphony (the last five measures) and in the first movement of
the Fifth Symphony (measures 23-26). In the first movement of the
Sixth Symphony the first six notes of the HT", or toccata theme, are
imitated at the octave in measures 103 to 106.
In the Final to the Fifth Symphony there are two short examples
of canon at the eleventh in measures J8 to 40 and 45 to 47. In the
same movement the B thane is imitated at the ninth—after a two-measure
time lapse—in measures 73 to 80. A less strict canon of the B thane
at the interval of a tenth occurs in measures 75 to 86 of the Final of
the Third Symphony.

III. MAJOR-MINOR THIRD CONFLICT AND CROSS RELATIONS
Cross relation, or false relation, denotes the appearance in
different voices of two tones which, owing to their mutually conflic
ting character—for instance the major and minor third of the same
triad—are best placed as a melodic progression in one voice. Through
out the history of our major-minor scale system there have been compos
ers who have employed this ''diagonal" chromatic alteration with great
effect in their music. Gesualdo in the renaissance period and
Frescobaldi in the early baroque are two composers whose music abounds
with conflicts of major and minor thirds. J. S. Bach gives us a strik
ing sequence of cross relations of major-minor thirds in his well-known
C Minor Prelude frcm the first volume of the Well-Tampered Clavichord
(measures 17-20). The first movement of the Brahms Third Symphony
highlights this device in its first theme. Many composers of our own
century have used cross relations extensively, sane composers even
allowing a triad's major third to sound simultaneously with its minor
third.
In all six of Vierne's organ symphonies the major-minor third
conflict is apparent. In the final to the First Symphony the main
theme, in the pedal, sets up a momentary conflict between G natural and
G sharp.
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Ex. 1.

1

I, 6, 13-17

The beginning of the Scherzo of the Second Symphony gives us a
similar conflict of thirds.
Ex. 2. II, 3. 1-3

\r
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The above two musical examples each present a melodic conflict
of thirds in the same voice. Needless to say, this melodic conflict has
harmonic implications.
When the conflict of thirds occurs between two voices— for
instance, between soprano and alto parts—it is a real cross relation,
or false relation. The

of the Third Symphony presents a simul

taneous cross relation between A and A sharp.

Notice also the d Sharp

and D natural conflict in the tenor voice.

1In

the musical examples the Roman numberal represents the
number of the Vierne symphony; the first Arabic number is the number of
the movement, and the last numbers are the measure numbers. To save
space the three-stave organ score has been reduced to one or two staves
in the musical examples.
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Ex. 3.

in,

u,

3-4

The continuously developed theme in the opening movanent of the
Fourth Symphony uses a number of diatonic and chromatically altered
notes of the G minor tonality. TKis is introduced under an octave G
tonic inverted pedal point in the manuals.
Ex. 4.

IV,1, 3-6

In the same symphony an extremely bold cross relation occurs
in the Rqnance. the fourth movement.
Ex. 5.

i v , 4,13
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The last movement Final of this work presents a chromatic fourmeasure theme, cyclically derived from the first movement (see Ex. k).
Ex. 6. IV, 5. 1-^

f* TV* I'*-* f*s
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The Fifth Symphony's third movement uses the conflict between B
flat and B natural.
Ex. 7.

V, 3, 1-3

The Sixth Symphony's Scherzo uses the same conflict.
Ex.

This movement contains tone clusters.
Ex. 9. VI, 3, 83-81*
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The penultimate dominant-seventh chord in this movement flattens
the fifth of this chord, which is followed by the tonic in root position.
IV. CHRCMATIC SCALE SEGMENTS WHICH OBSCURE TONALITY
A descending or ascending chromatic scale segment of six noteshalf the twelve tones available—or more can momentarily obscure the feel
ing of tonality, especially if the chromatic segment appears in the bass
part. In the chronological order of his symphonies, Vierne increasingly
employs chromatic segments which delay a definite key feeling. In the
Prelude to the First Symphony the ear accepts the melody, based upon a
chromatic scale segment, as belonging to the D minor tonic, since the D
pedal point remains finnly tonic-bound for the first five measures.
Ex. 10. I, 1, 3_5

In the fourth movement of the Second Symphony a left-hand theme
is acccnpanied in the outside voices by a downward chromatic scale seg
ment in tenths.
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Ex. 11.

II, 4, 18-19

In the last movement of the Third Symphony measures 15k to 158
present an ascending chromatic scale in tenths between the lower two
parts and a descending chromatic scale in the soprano.
Ex. 12. in, 5, 15*M55

The Fourth Symphony makes little use of chromatic scale seg
ments as such, although the cyclic theme itself is highly chromatic.
(See Examples 4 and 6.)
Vierne uses an ascending chromatic scale covering a major ninth
in the pedal to obscure the F major tonality of the first movement of
his Fifth Symphony, measures 59 to 65. The first two measures of this
passage are quoted below.

Ex. 13.

V, 1, 59-60

f » T ft »J

In the introduction of the first movement of his last symphony,
Vierne allows his chromaticism to hide completely the tonality of two
sharps in these measures.
Ex. 14. VI, 1, 23-24
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v. SPECIAL CHORDS AND PEDAL POINTS USED BY VIERNE

The harmonically elusive nature of the diminished seventh chord
was attractive to Vierne, who frequently used it as a modulatory or em
bellishing chord in his symphonies. In the Prelude of his First Sym
phony he uses it to embellish the tonic of D minor in the coda, which
begins at measure 82. In the following movement, the Fugue, he out
lines the diminished seventh chord in the first measure of the subject.
As a result, various forms and transpositions of this chord appear
throughout the movenent. An unashamed sequence of these chords appear
in the coda (which starts at measure 99) over a dominant pedal (see exam
ple 28).
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Vierne frequently embellishes the diminished seventh chord with
an appogglatura taken a whole step from above.
Ex. 15- I. 6, 217-218.

A similar use of this chord is found in measure 152 of the
second movement of the Fourth Symphony.
A series of diminished seventh chords is highly ornamented in
the Scherzo of the last symphony.
Ex. 16. VI, 3. 13-15

Vierne makes some use of augmented triads in his symphonies.
In the Prelude to the First Symphony he uses the G-B-E flat triad to
precede the G minor triad( the subdominant of the key (measure 69).
The first movement of the Fifth Symphony makes frequent use of three
augmented triads in succession.
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Ex. 17.

V, 1, 4-5

One of the most unusual and memorable final cadences in all the
symphony movements is the one at the end of the second movement of the
Fourth Symphony. Here the augmented mediant chord directly precedes the
tonic with a raised third.
Ex. 18. IV, 2, 164-166

Similarly, the last eight measures of the third movement of the
Sixth Symphony employ a sequence of augmented triads.
The augmented six-five chord, sometimes called the "German
sixth1' chord, appears often in the symphony movements. In the introduc
tion to the first movement of the last symphony, it appears in inversion,
prolonged for four measures just prior to the first statement of the A
theme.

ho
Ex. 19.

VI, 1, 28ff.

.J

A less disguised use of this embellishing chord is made in the
Final of the Third Symphony.

Ex. 20.

in,

5. ^2-43

The coda of the Allegro vivace movement of the First Symphony
employs the avigmented six-five chord in alternation with the tonic chord
(measures 189 to the end). The final cadence of the last movement of the
Second Symphony uses this chord to precede the tonic.
In the Final of the last symphony, the augmented six-five chord
precedes the tonic just before the coda (measures 298-303).
The less sonorous augmented six-three chord, the "Italian sixth"
chord, does not appear in the symphonies. The "French sixth", or aug
mented siy •four-three chord, appears for the first time in the

o of

the Third Symphony (measure 77)» and is used several times in the Fifth
Symphony (fourth movement, measure 29, and last movement, measures 37,

42, 173» and 224). In the last symphony the introduction of the Aria
ends with a French sixth chord in measure 5»
Ex. 21. VI, 2, 5

I
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(J> minor
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The augmented eleventh chord, always easily identified by the
ear, appears in the Fifth Symphony, first movement, measures 39 and 41,
and in the first movement of the Sixth Symphony, measures 20 and 49.
Ex. 22. VI, 1, 20

%
Vierae adds the sixth degree of the scale to the final tonic
chord in four symphony movements. In the closing measures of the Final
of the First Symphony the B natural embellishes the arpeggiated D major
tonic chord in the pedal solo.
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Ex. 23. I, 6, 24-3-248

i^§
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In the last five measures of the frirphp-h-hn of the Pifth Sym
phony, the D sharp becomes an integral part of the F sharp tonic pro
longation.
Ex. 24. V, 4, 85-89

In the following movement, the Final, both the second and the
sixth degrees of the scale are added to the final tonic prolongation.
Ex. 25. V, 5, 232-235

... ^uiirruiiiiriuf
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In this example and in Example 23 Vierne repeats the final
tonic chord three times. This threefold tonic chord repetition in the
final cadence is found in at least one movement of all the symphonies
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except the Second. In the First Symphony he uses this idiosyncracy in
the last two movements, while in the Fourth Symphony it is found in the
first, third, and last movements. In the Third Symphony it is found at
the end of the second movement, and in his last two symphonies he closes
the first movements with this device, which might be termed a "mannerism"
peculiar to Vieme. In the final cadence of his last symphony movement,
the Final from the Sixth Symphony, the added sixth tone is allowed to
sound boldly in the threefold tonic chord repetition.
Ex. 26. VI, 5. 322-326

M

One of the chief earmarks of Vierne's symphony movements is his
frequent and consistent use of pedal points of all kinds—tonic, dominant,
mediant, or inverted pedals found in a top or middle voice. The capacity
of the organ to hold tones for long periods without pause for a breath
has inspired many composers of organ music to use this device, which is
also called "organ point." The sustained tone, especially if it is in
the bass, eventually draws all the supporting harmonies to itself, but
nevertheless creates new harmonic combinations during the course of its
duration. In the following example, for instance, the manual parts
would sound rather commonplace and unarresting if played without the
pedal point on F.

uu
Ex. 27. V, 1, 13-15 (see also Example 17)

ft

The first five measures of the Prelude to the First Symphony
use the D tonic pedal to offset the chromatic melody and the restless
diminished seventh chord accompaniment in the left hand. The coda of
the Fugue of the same work ornaments the dominant pedal with its own
leading tone and places over it a series of diminished seventh chords,
descending by half steps.
Ex. 28. I, 2, 103-105

The retransition of the F^nal of this symphony uses an orna
mented pedal on B flat for eighteen measures (14-3-161) just prior to the
recapitulation in D major.
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Ex. 29. I, 6, 143-144

JT'H' L
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Fifteen measures of unadorned F sharp pedal point precede the
following example from the development section of the Final from the
Second Symphony.
Ex. 30. II. 5. 85-86

pt

W

1—.

In the third movement from the Fifth Symphony the mediant pedal
point appears in several keys using the syncopated thematic material.
Ex. 31. V, 4, 35

jr

m

The long sustained dominant B flat pedal point in the ^dggjio of
the Sixth Symphony is typical of Vierne's use of inverted pedal point in
a top or middle voice.

1*6
Ex. 32.

VI, k, 15-19

VI. ISOIATED EXAMPLES OF UNUSUAL HAfMONIC EFFECTS
The following musical examples must be regarded as unusual
rather than typical features of Vierne's harmonic style, although they
dononstrate at the same time Vierne's willingness to use any device of
harmony which suit* his creative purpose.
The five-measure introduction which precedes the highly chro
matic theme of the Aria of the Sixth Symphony (Example 89) reminds one
of the "chord-planing" effect found in some of Debussy's music. In this
introduction a sequence is formed on the resolution of a ninth chord
into a seventh chord.
Ex. 33-

VI, 2, 1-2

The following example is the opening of the CantilSne of the
Third Symphony. The right hand features the B-F tritone while the left
hand sounds a chord of fourths, using a conflict between D and D sharp.
The movement is in A minor.
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Ex. 34.

ni, 2, 1-3

.<2

In the Intermezzo of the same symphony Vierne uses the A flat
triad over the tonic pedal on D just before the conclusion of the move
ment. The A flat triad here might be considered an embellishing subdcminant to the E flat chord, which is the Neapolitan chord in the key
of the composition.
Ex. 35. Ill, 3. 161-162

The appearance of tone clusters in the Scherzo of this symphony
has already been cited in Example 9*
VII. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING VIERNE'S USE OF HARMONY
Vierne's chromaticism grows increasingly more complex from his
first to his last organ symphonies. The simple chromatic alteration of
scale tones, characteristic of the chromaticism of the first three sym
phonies (Examples 1, 2, and 3), yields to a more complicated chromaticism
of the last three symphonies (Examples 13» 1^» and 16). In these last
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three examples one senses that the dissonant clashes present in the
harmonies are a product of contrapuntal movement of the individual
voices, one or more of which is based upon a chromatic scale segment, as
in Examples 7 and 13.
In his last three symphonies Vierne sometimes uses familiar
chords in a non-traditional way. Compare the traditional use of seventh
chords in the first two symphonies (Examples 28 and 30) with the more
progressive use of the same type of chord in the last two symphonies
(Examples 13, 16, 21, and 33). Compare also the use of consonant (tonic)
pedal point in the First Symphony (Example 10) with the use of a highly
dissonant pedal point in the Fifth Symphony (Examples 17 and 27).
Mention has been made in this chapter of the use of special chrcmatic
chords in the last three symphonies—ninth chords, augmented elevenths,
augmented sixths, and added sixth chords.
The medodies themselves in Vierne's symphony movements became
increasingly more chromatic from the First Symphony to the Sixth. The
melodies of the First Symphony are fairly diatonic (Examples 36 through
46), while the melodies of the last symphony (Examples 84 through 95)
use many chromatic tones. (Examples 85 and 89 use all twelve chromatic
notes.)
Continuous derivation of melody from small, initial melodic units
is a fairly consistent feature of all the symphony movements. This com
positional process tends to produce many instances of irregular phrase
length in the Vierne symphonies.

CHAPTER III
CONSISTENCIES OF FORM IN VIERNE'S ORGAN SYMPHONIES
I. VIERNE, A MASTER OF SONATA-ALLEGRC FORM
Vierne's six organ symphonies are a testimony of the composer's
mastery of sonata-allegro form. In all but the First Symphony he uses
the sonata-allegro design in at least one movement of each symphony,
while the Second, Fourth, and Fifth symphonies use this form in two or
more movements. Nine of the thirty-one symphony movements use the
sonata-allegro form. Five other movements use the "sonata-toccata"
design (to be discussed next in Part II of this chapter), and one move
ment is a sonatina (the Intermezzo of the Third Symphony), which has a
short development section which treats only the A theme, (For a tabula
tion of all the Vierne symphony movements listed by formal types see
Table A on page 62•)
The first movement of the Second Symphony is an example of pure,
or "textbook," classic sonata-allegro form. The exposition presents two
thanes, a lively A thane in E minor at the start and later a more placid
B thane in the relative major key (measure 39). Four measures of tran
sition material, built on the dotted rhythm of the first thane, lead to
an extended development at measure 75• The A thane is treated in vari
ous textures and keys until measure 112, when initial motives of both
thanes are combined in various keys. A free retransition, marked a,
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piacere. at measure 151 anticipates the recapitulation by introducing a
three-note motive which foreshadows the return of the first theme in
measure 180. The restatement of this theme, however, is soon curtailed
at measure 192 when the B theme returns in the top voice in the tonic
key. A coda (measure 210 to the end) combines both thanes once again
over a tonic pedal on E.
Many composers of the nineteenth century, from Beethoven to
Bruckner, found that the sonata-allegro form, when used in orchestral
symphonic works, lends itself to an extended treatment of themes, espe
cially in the exposition and development sections of this musical form.
The many voices and timbres available in the orchestra make possible the
effective use of thane extension or repetition, since each extension or
repetition of a thematic idea may be scored for a different orchestral
instrument or choir, or, as in the case of symphonic organ works, a dif
ferent manual or group of organ stops. Thus, the A or B themes of a
sonata exposition may become a lengthy A or B "theme group" in a sym
phonic work of a romantic composer. In the first movement of Vierne's
Third Symphony, for instance, the A thane of the exposition consists of
thirty-nine measures of developmental treatment—using two manuals al
ternately—of the first seven notes of this thane. In the third move
ment of the Fifth Symphony the exposition consists of a group of thanes—
closely related by key and motive structure—as follows: A (measure 1);
A^ (measure 9); A repetition (measure 16); A^ repetition in a new key a
major third higher (measure 24); A , a new thane derived from A, over a
tonic pedal in the left hand (measure 31)• Three manuals of the organ
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are used in alternation in the registration indications for this A theme
group (measures 1 to 50)•
In Vierne's organ symphonies the development sections of the
sonata.-allegro movements may likewise be characterized by lengthy them
atic extensions and repetitions which exploit contrasts of mood and
instrumental color. The development section of the Pinal of the Second
Symphony, for example, is 118 measures long, or over half of the move
ment, which consists of a total of 205 measures. This development is
highly sectionalized, having many double bars at the key changes. While
the beginning of this section (measure 50) develops the A and B themes
intact—that is, as organic wholes—the development section later treats
only theme fragments, or motives, starting with measure 101. The sudden
appearance of many quarter and eighth rests at this point makes this
difference in treatment at once apparent.
The Scherzo of the Sixth Symphony presents an extended develop
ment section in which the A and B thanes, both motivic rather than
lyrical, are treated first one at a time and later together in measures
93 to 112. In the retransition the B theme is given as an inversion of
itself in measures 169 to 184, just prior to the recapitulation.
The Intermezzo of the Third Symphony is a sonatina having a
development section which treats only the A thane (measures 7k to 107).
The B thane (measure 40) of this movement is given an exceptional key
scheme, appearing in unusual keys in both the exposition (F sharp) and
in the recapitulation (F), the tonic of the movement being D major.
An unusual departure frcm the sonata-allegro design occurs in
the Scherzo of the Second Symphony, where the B theme (measure 73) in

the pedal does not return in the recapitulation. As if to compensate
for this, however, Vierne uses the first twelve notes of this pedal
theme for the melodic contour of the A thane in the last movement of this
symphony. Although meter, tempo, and even rhythmic patterning are radi
cally altered, the similarity of these two cyclic themes is somehow
apparent to the ear, probably because of the striking interval!ic struc
ture of the melody.
II. VIERNE'S "SONATA-TOCCATA" MOVEMENTS
The teim "toccata" (from the Italian toccare. "to touch") is
usually applied to a keyboard composition in which a more-or-less per
sistent keyboard figuration serves as the basis for the composition's
formal organization—that is, the figuration itself is thematic, and is,
in essence, the raison d'etre of the piece. The toccata figuration of
the Venetian School intonatione (a pre-fugal form) was interrupted by
an imitative middle section and then resumed again to make a three-part
form in these early examples of toccata. The baroque German organists
who preceded Bach frequently wrote pieces called toccata in which the
figuration itself was the theme for continuous expansion. Bach's
"Dorian" Toccata for organ is of this genre, although his famous Toccata
in £ Minor—which is interrupted by a fugue—consists of,sectionalized
treatments of several different figurations. It would be erroneous to
think that the word "toccata" has ever been used to signify a musical
form, as did the word "sonata" throughout most of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. The toccata, like the fugue, is more like a tech
nique or procedure of musical composition than a compositional form itself.

The movements entitled Toccata in Widor's organ symphonies are,
for the most part, of the type in which the keyboard figuration persists
throughout the composition and becomes, at the same time, the main melod
ic element of the movement. Such is the case, for instance, with the
Toccata from Widor's Fifth Symphony and the Toccata frcm his Fourth
Symphony.
In five of his organ symphony movements Vierne superimposes an
all-pervading and indispensable toccata figuration over the confines of
traditional sonata-allegro fom. This "sonata-toccata" design occurs in
the final movements of his First, Third, Fifth, and Sixth symphonies,
and in the first movement of the Sixth Symphony. The toccata figuration
in these five movements, usually a broken-chord pattern, is so distinc
tive and memorable to the listener that it is easily remembered as an
almost inseparable part of the main theme itself. The toccata figuration
(hereafter called simply the T) is never merely an accompaniment for a
theme; it is, rather, an integral part of it. Most listeners, for in
stance, in trying to recall the first theme of the Final of Vierne1s
First Symphony, would probably first recall the two introductory measures
of the T idea before they would recall the tuneful pedal thane. The same
would probably hold true in the case of the other sonata-toccata move
ments of the Vierne symphonies. Seldom does the A theme appear in these
five movements—whether in the exposition, development, or recapitulation-without some form or suggestion of the T figuration. A notable

excep

tion to this is in the Final of the First Symphony where a varied repe
tition of the A theme is accompanied by motives from the B theme rather
than by the T (measures 31 to 40 in the exposition and measures 198 to

204 in the recapitualtion). Perhaps because the first few notes of the
B theme figure so prominently in the development, Vierne does not allow
this secondary theme to return in its full statement in the recapitu
lation, but rather begins a transition to a coda (measure 205) after the
return of the A thane group.
The T figuration of this movement (Example 45) is varied in the
recapitulation by the use of a triplet rhythm. A similar rhythmic trans
formation of the T occurs in the Final of the Fifth Symphony, where even
the pedal takes part in this fast triplet figuration in the coda (meas
ures 225 to the end). These increases of rhythmic movement give the
material being restated a new setting, adding new interest and excitement.
Vierne seldom recapitulates any theme by the use of literal repetition.
Instead he usually prefers, to alter repeated material in his recapitula
tions with new textures and generally speaking, a fuller and richer
sonority than that found in the exposition.
In his Sixth Symphony Vierne introduces both the T and the B
thanes of the first movement in a thirty-one-measure introduction. The T
theme contains nine different chromatic notes in its first statement (Ex
ample 84), and the B theme contains all twelve chromatic notes (Example
85). This B theme of the introduction becomes the B theme of the first
movement itself. The A theme of this movement (Example 86) is first
heard in measure 32 and is accompanied by fragments of the T. Throughout
the movement the A theme never appears without some form or suggestion
of the T idea.
The last movement of Vierne's Sixth Symphony is an unusual
example of sonata-toccata, having a short development (measures 184 to
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209 and a long exposition, which is, in itself, a three-part form (aba),
the lg, of which (measure 29) is never developed, nor repeated, being merely
episodic and appearing in the subdominant key. The interjection of a
cyclic theme in measure 239 (Examples 91» 93» and 95) between the A and
B themes of the recapitulation is another striking departure from Vierne's
usually conservative principles of sonata design. When considering such
departures from the noun in a composer's last work of a particular genre
or form, one is prone to wonder just how much further the composer would
have pushed his musical imagination in regard to form and harmony if he
had written one or more works of the genre being considered. Vierne com
pleted his Sixth Symphony, the last, in 1931 at the age of sixty-two.
He wrote very little music of importance from that time until his death
in 1937» although he had planned to write a Seventh Symphony as well as
two operas, Antigone and Tristan.
III. THREE-PART FORM
Vfhile Vierne's First Symphony has six movements, the remaining
five have only five movements each, making a total of thirty-one move
ments in all six organ symphonies. Fourteen of these movements, or
almost fifty per cent, are either of sonata-allegro or sonata-toccata
design. Seven of the movements, or roughly twenty-five per cent, are of
simple three-part form. In his First Symphony Vierne uses this ABA form
in the third, fourth, and fifth movements of this work, all three of
these movements possessing a fair amount of note-per-note literal repe
tition in the restatement of the A theme. In his remaining five
symphonies Vierne rather carefully avoids the use of literal repetition.

The second and fourth movements of the Third Symphony are also
of ABA design. The restatement of A in this work's second movement uses
a different accompaniment figure from that of the first statement. The
restatement of A in the fourth movement is shortened to less than half
of the duration of this thane's original statement. Seven measures of
the original are repeated literally in the manual parts, but even here
the pedal accompaniment is considerably altered.
The Romance of the Fourth Symphony is a three-part form, with
the B theme (Example 71) cyclically derived frcm the A themes of the
first and last movements (Examples 64 and 72).
The return of A in the fourth movement of the Fifth Symphony
(measure 57) demonstrates the composer's ingenuity in the enhancement
of a theme in its repetition following contrasting material. Here the
right hand gives a chromatic sextuplet accompaniment while the left
hand sounds a tonic pedal point and a counter-melody. The thane itself
appears in the pedal. This texture is a sharp contrast to the simple
five-part harmonization of the A theme at the beginning of the
movenent.
IV. MOVEMENTS EMPLOYING "CONTINUOUS EXPANSION"
In four slow movements in his six symphonies Vierne uses a com
positional process which perhaps might best be described as "continuous
expansion." In these movements a single theme is the source of the main
melodic ideas of the entire movenent. In many baroque suite and sonata
movements the continuous expansion of a single melody is a commonly
found form of composition. In such movements the dramatic contrast of

two or more themes is absent; the composer achieves variety in such move
ments by displaying many variations, extensions, and truncations of a
single melodic idea. Many of the movements from the keyboard suites of
Bach and Handel and the sonatas of Bomenico Scarlatti are examples of
the continuous expansion principle of composition.
The Prelude to the First Symphony is built almost entirely upon
the six motives given in Examples J6 and 37—each motive being one meas
ure in length. The first motive (measure 1) is repeated in the second
measure.

Although Example 37 is labeled "B motive," it can be thought

of as having been derived from the third and fourth measures of the move
ment (Example 36). The A theme appears in inversion in measures 25 to 28
and in augmentation in measures $8 to 73.
The Cantabile of the Second Symphony (Example 51) is continu
ously derived from the A theme (measures 5 to 11) and a four-measure
introductory theme, which is developed in measures 32 to $8 (Example 51)•
This thane resembles the A thane insofar as they both contain the initial
leap of a perfect fourth and they both have tied notes on the third note
of their respective melodies.
The entire Prelude to the Fourth Symphony is derived fran a twomeasure motive, which is first found in the third and fourth measures of
the movement (Example 6k). The last page of the score (measures 86 to
the end) presents eight measures of literal repetition of the first eight
measures of the piece (except for an octave doubling of the pedal point
in the right hand), followed by a nine-measure coda which utilizes a
mirror of the subject.
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The Aria of the Sixth Symphony is in the form of a continuous
expansion of a thane which employs all twelve notes of the chromatic
scale (Example 89). A five-measure introduction employs a "planing" or
"tonal shifting" two-chord sequence of a ninth chord resolving into a
seventh chord built upon a root which is either a step or a half step
above the ninth chord. This introductory material returns on the last
page of the score in measures 73-7^ and 77-78.
V. OTHER FORMS IN THE SYMPHONY MOVEMENTS
A four-part form (ABCA) is the design of the fdflf? o of the Sixth
Symphony. The A theme (Example 92), first stated in the pedal under a
dominant pedal point in the left hand, is divided into two motives, 3.
and

the latter being a mirror of the former. The long exposition of

the A material treats both these motives in developmental fashion. The
cyclic B thane, which is also the B idea from the preceding movement,
and which also returns in the recapitulation of the last movement (Ex
amples 91» 93> and 95)» is first stated at measure 79 and is inverted
soon thereafter in measure 85. A contrasting theme labeled C appears
in measure 103 and is characterized by a syncopated counter-thane in the
left hand and a pedal point on F, the supertonic of the movement. A
shortened return of A begins in measure 127, but this soon gives way to
j\ "

a coda employing the(^jmotive at measure 148.
A five-part rondo (ABACA) is the form of the MLnuet of the
Fourth Symphony. The repetitions of the A theme in this movement are
varied in texture and tonal color in each appearance of this theme* It
appears in inverted foam in measures 19 tr 30, and the original and the

inversion are combined in measures 35 "to 41. The general plan for this
movement is as follows: A (measures 1-18), A inversion (19-29). B (3040), A (41-59), C (60-102), A (102-160), and a coda—derived from the C
theme—frn measures 161 to the end).
Sectionalized variation fonn is the design of the Chorale from
the Second Symphony. The slow chorale theme is thirty-two measures in
length and has the phrase form of 4,

1

1

b, and b_—each phrase being

eight measures in length. Six variations follow, all of which keep the
theme fairly well intact, and all six of which are clearly separated by
a double bar in the score. The second variation (measures 69 to 76) is
the shortest and is in the key of C major, a key which Vierne only rarely
used in his organ symphonies. The remaining five variations are from
nineteen to twenty-six measures in length and are cast in a variety of
keys and textures.
The fonn of the Grave, the first movement of the Fifth Symphony,
is that of a passacaglia, freely treated, with a middle development (meas
ures 42 to 75) and a varied reprise in the tonic (measures 76 to the end).
The movement contains two important themes: the A, or passacaglia theme,
which appears as a three-measure pedal solo at the beginning (Example 74),
and a B theme, or motive, which first appears in the fourth and fifth
measures (Example 75)* and which undergoes many transformations during
the course of the movement. The passacaglia theme appears in measures
23 to 29 as a strict canon at the sixth. This theme is transferred to
the right hand, over a tonic pedal point, in the last nine measures, the
coda, of the movement. The development section, which combines the A
and B themes in several keys, introduces a new accompaniment figure in
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eighth notes (measures 42 to 57). The A theme is given in rhythmic
diminution in measures 58 to 62. A short retransition leads to a reca
pitulation which employs upward chromatic scale segments as a new accom
paniment for the passacaglia thane (measures 76 to 92).

An eight-

measure coda using a tonic pedal point closes the movement, which has
combined elements of sonata-allegro form (the development section, in
particular) and the passacaglia form (the ostinato bass).
The only fugue in all the Vierne symphony movements is the
well-crafted, four-part fugue in the second movement of the First Sym
phony (Example 38). The fugue subject, which upwardly arpeggiates both
the leading-tone seventh chord and the dominant seventh in D minor,
carries a regular counter-subject in the exposition (measures 1 to 19)
and in several entries of the subject in the development (measures 20 to
84).

The Subject appears four times in inversion: once in G minor

(measures 55 to 60), next in E flat (61-66), and finally in the tonic of
D minor (74-79)» strettoed by an appearance in the dominant of A major
(77-81).

The final section (measures 84 to 110) begins in the tonic with

a stretto between the outside voices at the time interval of one measure.
The tenor voice enters on the dominant before the strettoing voices can
complete their utterance. The pedal, in turn, treads upon the heels of
the tenor entry, but this time presents the subject in inversion (meas
ure 89). In measures 93 to 96 the outside voices simultaneously give
both the subject and its inversion. This leads to a prolonged and orna
mented dominant pedal point, over which shifting diminished seventh
chords appear in both hands in arpeggiated forms. Six measures of
sweeping interruption, marked Fantasia, lead to a final full harmoniza
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tion of the subject's opening measures, whereupon the movement closes
with an ornamented four-three suspension.
Although Vierne proved himself a master of the fugue in this
isolated example, he neglected to include any other fugues in his
remaining organ symphonies. One notices, however, that the second move
ment of the Fourth Symphony closely resembles the aforesaid fugue subject
of the first Symphony in its rhythmic patterning.

Although of sonata-

allegro design, this second movement from the Fourth Symphony contains
many fugato sections on the first theme—for instance, measures 25 to 33
and measures 62 to 96.
The following table will reveal the distribution of the thirtyone symphony movements by their formal types.
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TABLE A
FORMS OF THE VIERNE SYMPHONY MOVEMENTS1

Sonata-allegro form (9): II-1, H-3. H-5. IH-1, IV-2, IV-5, V-2,
V-3, VI-3
Sonata-toccata (5): 1-6, III-5» V-5» VI-1, VI-5
Sonatina (1): III-3
Three-part form (ABA) (?): 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, III-2, III-4, IV-k, V-4
Continuous expansion form (4): 1-1, II-4, IV-1, VI-2
Four-part form (ABCA) (1): VT-4
Passacaglia (with sonata development) (1);

V-1

Rondo (ABAa) (1): IV-3
Variation fonn (1): II-2
Fugue (1)s

1-2

1

The Reman numeral indicates the number of the Vierne symphony;
the Arabic number indicates the movement.
In considering the relationship of the keys between the various
movements of the individual symphonies, one is impressed by the high in
cidence of major or minor third relationships.
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TABLE 6
KEYS OF THE VIERNE SYMPHONY MOVEMENTS1

First Symphony

d

D

Bb

a

F

Second Symphony

e

Ab

E

c#

E

Third Symphony

t*

a

D

B

Fourth Symphony

g

g

E

Db

g

Fifth Symphony

a

a

d

J*

A

Sixth Symphony

b

d

g

b
e

B

D

f#

^Major keys are represented by capital letters and minor keys by
lower case letters.
There are seventeen movements in minor keys and fourteen move
ments in major keys. It is curious that the opening movements of all
six symphonies are in minor keys.
VI. CYCLIC RECURRENCE OF THEMES
One of the outstanding features of the symphonic orchestral lit
erature during the nineteenth century was the frequent use of the cyclic,
or recurrent, thane which appeared, either unchanged or in sccne disguise,
in two or more movements of a symphonic work.

The idee fixe of Berlioz'

Symphonie Fantastique was imitated by other composers of the nineteenth
century, notably Liszt, Franck, and Richard Strauss, who often used
recurrent themes and motives in their longer compositions.

All six of Vierne's organ symphonies contain at least one cyclic
theme which is easily recognizable in two or more movements of the same
symphony. In the Andante of the First Symphony the Quasi reeitativo
sections (measures 32 to 39 and 52 to 59) bear an impressive resemblance
to the A theme of the previous movement (Example 41).
The 5 theme in the pedal of the Scherzo of the Second Symphony
(Example 50) is rhythmically transformed to become the main theme of the
last movement (Example 52). The first six notes of these two themes are
intervallically the same, although the rhythm, meter, and tempo are quite
different.
In the Adaeio of the Third Symphony the retransition material
(measures 52 to 61) is similar in melodic contour and general texture to
the main thane of the Intermezzo, the previous movement (Example 53).
Vierne's last three symphonies display a more elaborate use of
the cyclic principle. The Fourth Symphony contains a "germinal" thane
which is found in aurally recognizable form in three movements (Examples
64, 71. and 72).
In the Fifth Symphony the passacaglia theme of the first movement
(Example 74) is used in the pedal to accompany the B theme of the third
movement (measures 50 to 58), and is used again, rhythmically altered,
as the main theme of the last movement (Example 82).
The Sixth Symphony contains two cyclic themes, one found in two
movements and the other found in three movements., The Q theme of the
third movement (Example 91) becomes the B theme of the following move
ment (Example 93), and also becomes the pedal accompaniment to the reca
pitulation of the B theme of the last movement (Example 95)•
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In this last symphony the second half of the A theme (called g.J)
of the fourth movement (Example 92) is intervallically identical with
the B themes of the first movement (Examples 85 and 8?).
A device similar to the cyclical or germinal principles of me
lodic composition is the "foreshadowing"of a thane, by which is meant
the offering of a mere suggestion of a theme before it appears fully
stated in its entirety. In the Final of the Fourth Symphony the B thane,
which is first fully stated in measures 26 to 36, is clearly foreshadowed
in measure 8 in the alto voice.
VII. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING VIERNE'S USE OF FORM
<

Table A on page 62 shows that the sonata-allegro form is the
chief vehicle of Vierne's musical imagination in his organ symphonies.
The sonata-allegro or the sonata-toccata forms appear in fourteen of the
thirty-one movements, while the sonatina, or sonata having a short de
velopment on only the A thane, is the form of the Intermezzo of the Third
Siymphony. The opening movement of the Fifth Symphony is a passacaglia
having a sonata development.
As an organist, Vierae played and loved the contrapuntal organ
works of J. S. Bach and other baroque composers. One might expect to
find more than one fugue in his symphonies, but Vierne chose to prove
his mettle as a contrapuntist by his ingenious combining of thanes in
the sonata form, particularly in those movements in which a cyclic theme
is combined with one or more other thanes belonging to the movement.
Vierne was less consistent in his use of the simple ABA form,
employing it three times in his First Symphony, twice in his Third
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Symphony, and once each in his Fourth and Fifth symphonies. While the
three examples of ABA form in the First Symphony show the greatest amount
of literal repetition in the recapitulations of the A themes, it is note
worthy that the instances of literal repetition in all the remaining
symphony movements of any form are extremelv short, Vierne usually pre
ferring to alter the tone color and texture of any repeated material.
The First, Second, Fourth, and Sixth symphonies each have one
movement built on the compositional principle of the continuous expan
sion of one theme. These symphonies represent the early, middle, and
late periods of Vierne's creative life.
The four-part form (ABCA) and the five-part rondo form (ABACA)
are both represented by one example in the symphony movements. Like
wise the fugue and the variation forms. The thirty-one movements are
represented by a total of ten different compositional forms.
In his symphonies Vierne demonstrates a consistency in the use
of form by his employment of sonata-allegro, sonata-toccata, and
sonatina movements in fifteen of his thirty-one symphony movements.
Each symphony contains at least one movement of the sonata type, the
first, third, and last movements being the most susceptible to sonata
treatment.
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APPENDIX B
SPECIFICATION1
EGUSE METROPOUTAINE (CATH£DRAI£) DE NOTRE-DAME (PARIS)
Organ built by Cavaille-Coll, 1868; restored, 1894; Recit altered, 1899Grand-Choeur

Bcmbarde

Grand-Orzue

8' Violon-basse
Principal
8' Bourdon
Bourdon ^
Prestant
4' Montre
i
Quinte
2 2/3' Flflte harmonique
2« Viole de gambe
Doublette
Tierce
1 3/5' Bourdon
Larigot
1 1/3' Prestant
SeptiSne
1 11V Octave
1» Doublette
Piccolo
Tuba magna
16' Fourniture ii to
8' Cymbale
Trcmpette
ii to
Clairon
4' Basson
Basson-Hautbois
Clairon

16'
16'
8'
8*
8»
8*
V
41
2*
v-r
v-r
16«
8'
4'

16'
16'
8'
8'
8'
8'
4.
4'
2*
1'
vi-r
16'
8'
41

5
3
2
2
to

16«
16'
8'
8'
1/3'
4«
1/51
2/31
2/7'
2«
v-r
16"
8'
4'

Pgdale

ggsii
Montre
Bourdon
flute harmonique
Salicional
Bourdon
Unda maris
Prestant
Flttte douce
Doublette
Piccolo
Plein-jeu iii to
Clarinette-basse
Crcmorne
Clarinette aiguS

Principal-basse
Sous-basse '
Principal
FlQte hamonique
Grosse quinte
Octave
Grosse tierce
Quinte
Septifcne
Doublette
Cornet
ii
Bcmbarde
Trompette
Clairon

16»
Quintaton
Diapason
8'
Viole de gambe
8*
8»
Voix <&leste
Fl&te hamonique 41
Fltlte octaviante 4'
Prestant
4'
Quinte
2 2/3'
Octavin
2'
Plein-jeu iv to vii-r
Cornet iii to v-r
Bcnbarde
16'
Trompette
8'
Basson-Hautbois 8'
Voix humaine
8'
Clairon
4'

1Wallace

Principal-basse
Contrebasse
Soubasse
Grosse quinte
Flute
Violoncello
Grosse tierce
Quinte
SeptiSme
Octave
Contre Bcmbarde
Bcmbarde
Basson
Trompette
Basson
Clairon

321
16'
16'
10 2/3'
8«
8'
6 2/5'
5 1/3'
4 4/7'
4»
32'
4 16'
16*
8'
8'
4'

Goodrich, The Organ in France (Boston: The Boston Music
Company, 1917. pp. 116-117.
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APPENDIX C
CATALOG OF THE WORKS OF LOUIS VIERNE1
* v f. • Vf/,(• .
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:

. J ' ,
V >

h

I 1 '"-

'riV-y.';..'!'Vv
*
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V
'

V.

LOUIS VIERNE
18 O C T O B R E 1870-2 JUIN)1937.

>•
;• v ' '

Ov'.j

V'i

Nalt lel8 octobre <l Poltlera. '
-- 1870
Entre k L'Inatltut dea Jounes aveuglea, k Paris.
1877
(7 ana)'.,
Ecrlt un Tantum er*o pour voiz.
1888
(18 ana)
Dtbute comma soltate.
1889
(19 ana).
1890 ..'"• Entre au Conservatoire de Parla oQ 11 dcvlendri I'ilfcw de C. Franck (da 1890,
k 1892) et da Charlen Wldor.
'
(20 ani)
Deviant luppltant da Wiaor k l'orgue de Salnt-Sulpice.
•
1892
(22 ana)
1 l«r prlx au Conservatoire. Notnm^ auppltant da Wldor au' Conservatoire de Paris
(y raetara Juaqu'en 1911). Remplace Ptrllhou k Balnt-Eteverln. Edlte Allegretto,
i., (24 ans)
pour oriue. Ecrlt Qaatoor k cordes.
Aprts avoir compost "un Ave Marls, op. 3; FMees, pear piaae, op. 1; Feafflets '
•- 1895 '
'4'albam, pour piano; S lUMlea, op. 10; 1 Motets, Largo et Caaaeaetta, pour
(25 ana).";
>'
titbofs, op. 6. tfllts Salt et Mt**de, op. 8, pour vcella «ou alto) at piano.
3 MtMlea, op. 11. Edits Prttaie funtbre, pour orgue..
189#
(20 ana) <
i ktMl^a, op. 18,- ' •1897
(27 ana),i,
1898 . MMolle, op. 19. Commence Ira BVMPHON1E rolJIt: ORQUE (aehavfe an 1899). '
(28 ana)',
:A(a Tan, pour aopr. (au ttnor); 3 M^Mles, op..Ill, Balte boargvlaaoaae, pour
1899
' (29 aba)
piano. Premler voyage an AUemagne.
' if?.:'
v
''ry

ism" »•

1,

Claude Chamfray, "Career of Louis Vierne." Guide du Concerts
et du Bisques. XXXVII, No..161, June 21, 1957. pp.,125^50.
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Eat nomm« organtete 4 Notre-Dame da Pari* (coOMrrtra c* port#. Juaqu'A n
mart). Xerlt MES8IC SOLENNEIAE,' op.16, poor ehauf et orchestra • (ft* :
- pour 9 orguea. 1» aud.' le* 8-13-1901SalntiSulptoe). .« OwbiWm », ponr

. 1900
. .<30 UM)

• 1002 ^Commence SECONDS SYMPHONIE POUR, ORGUE(lr. aud. 1* 23-2-19<)3). '
>
.(32 ana) •
.•
7
' 1903
' 3' M«Mlea, op.. 21. Commute* PRAXINOE, ltg*od* Myrtqua pour chaur, iktll at
(33 ana)
orehartr*. (Achrrt «n 190B;l«and. il* 8>3-19()8,:Cone*rUMehtarl).
,
;;
1905 ' ^.Commence Soaate ponr plu* M v Wm (Mhn(r,n 1900$ 1" and. It 5-5-1908 t la
s:.ip.;W
/f^i-y
.

<

• BodH* m s i m m i * ) . c

<»T ««»>f

\

.; .

paw '
'1909 .Rhapeodle
,

. v . , ' . • • v'

;

7,.

_

/

.< V '.^

^

t a n i e . ' / " ' W < ' ' ' '' V ' '•

•^>.r'<39 ana)
",K-; 1910

^

:roinEotuitiaaitkm'-it^r^'

mot

8*aatc ptar piano ft retOe (1» and. in 1913 k la BocltU National*).

vf<^
;3fivrai

..
SYMPHONIE FOVRORGVE.< ' ••' -

I.

U

-V

<41 ana)'^-:-,-.
' ., . ••
•;'••••; Y;7-; -.
. Y
1912
Nomm« profeuetirA la dchola Cantorum. Eerlt MESSE BASSE,' £otir. orgua; a UE8 '
'.'*:.'(42 aqa)*,.
DJINN8 >, potme armphonlque pourChant at ofeheatr*. Conrawnc* l*a mModtar ,
f' .-V' • •« Staoeea d'amonr et da rtte » (achavtea «n 1913).'
; 'f
".V'v>- 1913
VINOT-OCATBE PIECES EN STlflJE UBRE, pour .cst'iu*.' T--, ' ;•
^,-;;(«;aiii)^" : '.
. .
.
i' V*>V' W4
>°'8YMPHONIE.POVB OVQinC (l'« and. la 3«-irl9*3 an ConaMvatotra). nirOHK,
r ^ - (44 ana)/ ,:*:. poima ajmphoalqua pour chant, at oretKatr*. Comment* 8Mia, :potin* ajrmpbo- ,
l i
(r»»t*. Ihachatd). '
,. j
l'
•',..^''•''1916 • •v('traml^W trouble* da la *u* qul la oonduiront k' la atplM*:- V-s-' < v
. vj^vW® ana).^.,- <
• t!. .
~.1 '' ':-

Jjjfc liltVv^Awt potm* aymphonlqur pottr chant tt orchaatMI. Commuik*. 3 Nactanpea
Naetanwa paw :

piaaa (ach*vte an 191T)>
.
1917 ,.^ « Dal Vcrtlca », ode lyrUlue pour Mnor et orchaatra; Qalat«tt«•' arae I'ptaaa)
' • -«^W-'fb <- j' * Bplaaaa et Wliuwa•tulta de milodlca; •;
, <v
j
1918
tour- piano : a SOfeoaettaa d'eataata, », « SoUtnda' » at probablement « Claekea
',v;iVij(48 mu)i--.t, • foa«bRa » (perdu),
'
f-•)*•$'.•1930Cammenea un* carrlire d* vlrtuoae. Entreprendra dea'tnurMea k travera I'Enrap*.
•• V'-;.

^y;(80 anat,
• .>.
da Bi
Baudelaire, pour chitft «t piano. March© triomphale ,fo«r li| »iili«alii1 1921 ,. 8
B 1 Main
Petnwa de
:-^«f.\i(#l ana) •
de NapoMoa,
NapoMo pour
trompettea.
trombohea, 3 Umbalea ,et orgua.;
-and.
1* S-S-1921' ft Notre-Dame), Edlte. 13 Frtladea poor plana.
,»:'v*; 1922
.
Alaal parialt Zarathoaatra, potrae pour pllno.
''
;sK

3

••

ia<M •

• a(__•

u

3

(1m

n

, •<••!) (|B an»)' ='J'
;

', 1023 • " '' Edlte Romance. .Commence y SVMPHON1E POUR ORGUE (achevCe en 1924;
tes tes ana) !^'
1" aud. le 26-5-1034 A Balnt-Honort-d'Eylau).
i.uc'''is24
Po^me d'Amonr. » (compren&nt Flortal, Tbermidor, Brumaire, NlvOae) pour
chant et piano (l^o aud. tn 1030, k la 8ocl€t6 National*).
!
ana)
&'-.V
POKME POUR PIANO ET OHCHESTKE (!'• aud. le 2-4-1020, Concert* Lamouana)
reux).
!1«3«
BALLADE* pour vlolon et orchestre.
Premifere et aeconde suites des li PIECES DE FA>*TA18IE, pour orgue (Ire aud.
v - (116 ana)
de la lr« suite : le 4-J2-1027 A New-York). Les 3« et \« suites seront terltes en 1027.
%
. 1927
Totirnle aux Etats-Unte.
(S7 anai
i
»'
1928
« HOIRS ETRANOERS », pour'itano et vloloncelle (lr» aud.'le 17-6-1938, ConcnU
(68 ana)
de Revue Mualcale).
«- i
.1929 '. . ' Lea Anffehti, pour chant et orgue (pula av.fc orchestra. 1»« aud. (a 2-2-1932 *'.
(59_ana)
Toulouae). Commence « TRIPTVQUE », pour orgu« (achev* en 1931; 1»« aud.
la' 2-8-1937 k Notre-Dame).
1930';-" • • "SyMPHONIE POUR OKGUE (Ire audi le 3-6-1934 k Notre-Dame). Qaatn patmea graeat pour chant et harpe <1»» aud. en 1932, k la Sooltt* National*).
I
f<«0 in*),
Ballade da dteeapM, po«me lyrique' 'pour ttaor et orcheatre.
1931;
i i''(81 ana)
' '•
• '
'• " ' '
' • \
MEH8E BASSE POUR LES DBTUNTS, poiir . orgue (1» aud. en mat*' 1935) qui
1934
•era la dernltre compoaltlon de L. VIarne. n proletta ntanmoina dea op<ra* .:
;(«« ana)
'* Antigone'»-«.« Trlatan a.
«
A,'
' ^
l;^J^yi9aiT _ Prepare una .< 7« Bymphonla » pour orgUe' <irrtalla*e). Meurt aubltemcnt It Notr*Dame,'le Z Jqln.:.
.
'
-V
'Claud*' -c Hamitrat.

i'.v mob' •
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